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Lesson plan
Change over time

Darwin saw that the number and diversity of all forms of life in the
natural world need explanation. He devised small-scale experiments
that had implications for large-scale scientific ideas.
To observe change over time, in 1846 Darwin planted a hedge
bordering a field and the Sandwalk at Down House. His initial list of
plants became a baseline when, 20 years later, he surveyed the hedge
and recorded those species that had disappeared and new plant
arrivals. A survey in 2006 showed greater plant diversity. The ecology
of the hedge changed over 140 years as groups of organisms formed
discrete, and overlapping, associations, communities and colonies.
Darwin theorised from his evidence to formulate laws of nature that
apply to the present day.

Quotation

‘Hedge-row in sand-walk planted… by self …across a field which had for
time immemorial been ploughed & 3 or 4 years before the Hedge was
planted, had been left as pasture.…’
from the Charles Darwin Papers in Cambridge University Library.

‘I have more than once gone on purpose during a gale to watch a
Bryony growing in an exposed hedge, with its tendrils attached to the
surrounding bushes ... the Bryony safely rode out the gale,
like a ship with two anchors down, and with a long range of cable ahead
to serve as a spring as she surges to the storm.’
Charles Darwin, The Movements and Habits of Climbing Plants. London:
John Murray, 1875

Above: Views around Down House.
Below: White bryony in a hedgerow.

Lesson outcomes

• Evaluating Darwin’s evidence regarding the diversity of hedgerows

Curriculum links

• M
 odern science has its roots in societies and cultures which are
different from our own, and draws on a range of valid approaches
to scientific practice
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•	Collecting evidence and engaging in teamwork, communication and
problem solving

• Different animals are suited to their environment
• Food chains and food webs
• Human decisions cause environmental change

Key words

Hedgerow, diversity, adaptation, life cycles, food web,
environmental change, sustainability, habitat fragmentation.

Resources

Field Studies Council (FSC) identification charts, hand lenses, Darwin
notebooks, pencils, digital cameras, compass, instruments for
measuring temperature, humidity, wind speed and light.

Above: Honeysuckle, a
hedgerow plant.
Below: Black slug.
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Lesson sequence
Pre-lesson visit

Starter activity
Introduce the idea of Darwin planting a hedge and leave slide 2 of the
PowerPoint running as everyone makes a mind map to show why they
think he did so, starting with the word hedge at the centre. Pairs and then
fours discuss their maps. The whole class discusses the main elements
each group has identified and the mind maps are updated.
Main activity
Show the PowerPoint to slide 14, and in pairs, students list the species
of plants and animals that are suggested in the presentation. Darwin
connected the organisms he observed through their life cycles, feeding
relationships and interdependence. Students design an experiment which
will show that plants growing in a hedgerow change over time and how this
change affects the biodiversity of the hedge. Predict the outcome of this
experiment in 5, 20 and 120 years.
Plenary
Consider the following question: When visiting a hedgerow, what evidence
will be needed to explain whether a new hedgerow will support the same
level of biodiversity compared with an older hedgerow?

Above: Typical hedgerow.
Below: Red admiral butterfly basks
on the Sandwalk path.

Extension activitiess
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Differentiation:
•	Students can download the British Ecological Society hedge wallchart:
www.britishecologicalsociety.org/educational/hedge_resources/index.php
	Areas of the wallchart can be magnified on screen. Divide the class
into groups. Each group takes one area of the chart: ‘Typical hedge
habitat’, ‘Hedge cafeteria’, ‘The seasons’, ‘The photographs of plants
and animals under the main heading’ (see page 11 and slide 19).
Students list the species shown. This activity can be differentiated
because there is more text in some sections.
•	Everyone copies the ‘Hedgerow food web’ (see page 10 and slide
18), and changes one or more of the labels to a specific example of
plant or animal.

Visit

Visit a park, local nature reserve or, if possible, Down House. Divide
the class into groups. Ask each group to consider one abiotic factor
affecting the hedge: the soil beneath it, the light levels at different
heights above the ground, the direction it faces, the land use on either
side, any other factor relevant to the specific site, for example, noise
Above: Rosehips.
level or people/cars passing. Students make notes and record images of Below: Burdock.
the surroundings so that they have as much information as possible to
explain their findings when back in the classroom.
Each group works on a 10-pace length of hedge. Using FSC charts, they
identify and count the woody plant species. They make notes and take
photographs of plant adaptations that have helped some of these woody
plants to become established in the hedge over time. Students also
record evidence of animals living in or visiting the hedge and sketch a
food web from any feeding relationships this data suggests.

Post-visit lesson
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Main activities
Each group uploads images to link them with the mind map and fit the
plants and animals found into their food web. They consider the plant
adaptations they found and discuss how these helped the plant to
become established in the hedge.
Plenary
Consider why some plants may disappear from a hedge over time.

Assessment of
progression

AF2 Role Play
Use the ‘Roles’ (see page 13 and 14 and slides 21 and 22) to determine
whether the proposal to plant a new hedge, using the plants suggested,
will attract wildlife. What might the hedge the developer plants look like
in 5, 20, 120 years and why?

Above: Elderberries
Below: Tendrils.
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Notes for teachers
Pre-visit lesson

Darwin planted his Sandwalk hedge and passed it daily, in all seasons and
in all weathers. He studied the intricate structure and growth of this hedge
and others locally. His evidence suggested that the ceaseless pressure of
competition for survival ensures that any fresh opportunity is seized by species
able to adapt for the purpose. Applied on a larger scale, this process is the key
to biodiversity.
Hedges provide shelter, food and mates for wildlife and are green links
between larger habitats. If managed appropriately, ancient hedgerows
are likely to support the greatest diversity of plants and animals. Without
management, a hedgerow becomes a line of trees with gaps as woody
plants die. If the interconnectivity of a hedgerow network is broken, habitats
become fragmented and the diversity of wildlife diminishes.
If students use a black pen to start making a mind map, it will give a fair
indication of what they know already and encourage discussion so that those
less familiar with the habitat can find out more. Additions in different colours
assist APP.
Extension Activity
Using the British Ecological Society hedge wallchart can add to students
knowledge and understanding
www.britishecologicalsociety.org/educational/hedge_resources/index.php
Plenary
The PowerPoint summarises Darwin’s experiment with his hedgerow.
Hedgerows today still enclose fields but new hedges are being created
around housing developments, new schools and in parks. These new uses
can prompt the plenary question: When visiting a hedgerow, what evidence
will be needed to explain whether a new hedgerow will support the same
level of biodiversity compared with an older hedgerow?

Above: Gatekeeper butterfly
on ragwort.
Below: Bush vetch. Both grow at the
base of a hedge.

Visit
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A risk assessment will be necessary and a code of practice for handling
specimens discussed. This activity will depend on time of year; there will be
more to see from May until October. If students can visit the hedge frequently
the activity is a more powerful learning tool.
The age of the hedge visited may be found from old maps, or local people
may know when more recent hedges were planted. The rule of thumb for a
30-metre length of hedge, is one new woody species establishes about every
100 years, (a hedge with 3 new woody species would make it 300 years old)
but common sense is needed when using this formula. A recent hedge may
have a similar range of species to Darwin’s hedge (see The Woodland Trust
web link for its hedge pack content).
Birds and small mammals are likely to disappear as the students arrive, but
listening for birds is a reason to be as quiet as possible. Field Studies Council
(FSC) identification fold out charts and/or laminated Woodland Trust leaves,
twigs and seeds sheets may be helpful in the field. FSC animal charts are
also available. Students may only find evidence, for example, bird feathers,
empty nut shells (wood mice or dormice) rather than seeing the animal.
Each group must find plants in the hedge with some form of adaptation,
for example, twisting stems, thorns, tendrils, aerial roots, or a specific seed
dispersal method, and record images of each one they find. Recorded data is
needed to elaborate mind maps and food webs.

Top: Oak gall (evidence image).
Middle: Robin.
Bottom: Hazlenuts have been
gnawed by a woodmouse or
dormouse (evidence image).

Post-visit lesson
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Remind the class of the species Darwin planted and his findings when
his hedge was 20 years old. Rework the mind map using uploaded
images. Plant images showing adaptation can clarify thinking about
how they become established in a hedge. Evidence images indicate
biodiversity and add to the food web. More able students might
research how species interact in ways other than being an element
of a food web. Darwin was interested in interdependence of species
(Example: see slides 15 and 16).
Plenary
Consider Darwin’s finding that some of his original plants disappeared
and discuss how this might happen. Plants compete with each other
and those best adapted to a site will thrive and the less well adapted
die out. Grazing animals or hedgerow management where, for example,
the hedge is cut too frequently or herbicide is used at the base, may be
factors. Salt applied to a nearby road in winter may kill even woody plants.

Assessment
of progression

AF2
Either: the pre-visit plenary question is revisited with a role play that
puts Darwin’s work into a modern setting that students may encounter.
The roles can be differentiated, and also customised during 5 minutes’
preparation time. Each group has 3 minutes to put its case. As they
listen, the rest of the class decides which social, environmental or
economic points are made. Discuss the options and factors, other than
concern for wildlife, that affect decision making.
Or: everyone writes a letter to the local council regarding the proposed
hedge and include the words sustainable land use, green spaces, needs
of society, scientific evidence and the environment locally.
Or: students make a poster of their most wildlife friendly hedge by using
images that show feeding and interdependent relationships.

Above: Black bryony.
Below: Snout moth.

Website links,
videos, interactives
and references
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Videos:
Living Britain, Autumn watch and Hedge lore:
www.bbc.co.uk/nature/habitats/hedge
Dormouse feeding on berries:
http://www.arkive.org/fat-dormouse/glis-glis/video-08a.html
Bugs: www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHaNvgysJcQ&feature=related
Birds nesting in a hedge:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tx8rJJfZ5Ak
Websites:
The Woodland Trust packs have hedgerow packs for the
school grounds: www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/en/take-part/plant-trees/
Documents/moretrees-teachernotes-uk.pdf
Twig, seed, leaf and minibeast sheets are downloadable from:
www.naturedetectives.org.uk/packs/minibeast_pack.htm
Field Studies Council:
www.field-studies-council.org/publications.aspx
Young People’s Trust for the environment:
www.ypte.org.uk/environmental/britain-s-disappearing-habitats/40
Natural History Museum: www.nhm.ac.uk/nature-online/britishnatural-history/british-habitats/hedgerow/index.html
Management: Bug life: www.buglife.org.uk/conservation/
adviceonmanagingbaphabitats/sancientandspeciesrichhedgerows
Identification of animals. Although of Dutch origin, many of the
insects are common in the UK:
www.gardensafari.net/en_picpages/graphosoma_lineatum.htm
Lost species: www.forestry.gov.uk/pestsanddiseases

Above: Holly in berry (winter
evidence image).
Below: Ringlet butterfly.
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Resource materials
Hedgerow food web

Make a copy of this food web but replace the general name, for example, ‘bird’, with an example of a bird that
lives in a hedgerow habitat.

Arrows show energy flow.
For example, seeds are eaten
by seed-eating birds, these
birds are then eaten by larger
carnivorous birds

Resource materials
Hedge habitat

Typical hedge habitat

Using the Hedge poster, record
the species of plants and animals
found in many hedges
Hedge cafeteria

The seasons

The photographs of
plants and animals under
the main heading
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Resource materials
Role play

A map of the old school development site:

Jonas Homes has submitted the following list of trees and shrubs to a Borough Council on the edge of a city.
The planned hedge will be planted next to the footpath on the western edge of the development site.
Birch (Betula pendula) • Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) • Field maple (Acer campestre)
Privet (Ligustrum vulgare) • Guelder rose (Viburnum opulus) • Dogwood (Cornus anguinea)
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Role play

Students take roles and present the following arguments at a planning consultation.
Those people living opposite this site
The houses opposite the site are hardly visible from the road because the council prohibited grubbing up
of trees and hedgerows during the building work. The planting should be of oak, field maple, hawthorn,
blackthorn, crab apple, elder and hazel like the hedge opposite. It should grow to more than 3 metres high. It
is an attractive feature that reduces pollution around their homes and the Borough maintains it well.
The local Wildlife Trust
Elm trees in the hedge around the site died in the 1980s. What remained of the hedge was not a safe wildlife
corridor to the park, the hedge opposite or the railway embankment. The Trust is concerned about habitat
fragmentation and would like to see a double row of closely planted saplings on the west and north sides
of the site and the old school’s wild area left intact. They need access to the hedge to monitor wildlife. The
community can visit the site on open days.
Those who don’t want the Borough to waste money
A hedge needs to be maintained so branches don’t overhang the footpath to the shops or park. Even with
bark mulch under the hedge, it will become full of weeds. The developer, not local people, should pay for
maintenance. They want a low fence or a grass edge that householders can mow so that the Borough will
not have to pay for maintenance.
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Local biodiversity group
With no greenfield sites in the Borough, most brownfield sites have been built on. Its surveys show that local
wild flowers are disappearing and this affects bees, butterfly, bird and small mammal numbers. Hedgerows
are very important for conservation of threatened lichens, invertebrates, reptiles and amphibians, 20 species
of bird and 11 endangered mammals in the UK. They work with schools and want to retain the wild area to
show change over time. Its volunteers will maintain the hedge and schools will be encouraged to visit.
Green gym group
The purpose of the planting isn’t just to comply with the planning permission nor to plant the cheapest
option available. The green gym can source and plant a mixed hedge if the developer pays them instead
of a contractor. This non-profit making group works with the Borough to encourage older or unemployed
people to keep healthy, active, give something back to their community and gain skills. The hedge can
become a focus for community events.
Potential house buyers who have the hedge near their homes.
They don’t want anything close to the houses that will grow over 2 metres and block out light, or risk their
safety. They don’t want prickly plants in the hedge collecting blowing litter. They don’t want anything like
willow that has a huge root system and can undermine house foundations. Whoever pays for the plants
must also pay for the maintenance; why should they pay for it? There’s plenty of wildlife on the railway
embankment, why do we need more here?
Discuss the choices made and factors other than wildlife that affect decision making. What sort of hedge
might be most wildlife friendly?
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